Laptop models / options of 'Vidyashree' Programme available for selection

Hope you would recall the previous articles in which the details of the Vidyashree Programme, being implemented by Kudumbashree converging with KSFE for making available laptops at affordable rates was well explained. In one of the recent articles, we had explained that the tender process for issuing the laptops as part of this programme was also completed. Those who joined the chitty will be provided with laptops of the companies such as Acer, HP, Coconics and Lenovo, as per their choice. The brochure highlighting specifications of these laptops is also ready now. The brochure sent to all the NHGs of Kudumbashree is given along with this post. Hope this brochure would be of help to those who joined the chitty.

The requisition portal for the laptops (for those who are part of the chitty) is also ready. Everyone may select the laptops through this web portal. From among those who joined the chitty, 46,896 kudumbashree members have completed registration of their profile in the portal. Out of this, 5,489 have selected the laptops and marked their choices in the requisition portal. KSFE would give purchase orders to the respective companies, when a fixed number of requests for a particular brand of laptop will be received through the portal. The companies would supply the laptops as per the stipulated time period mentioned in their contract with the IT Mission. The registrations for the chitty is increasing as the procedures for issuing the laptops is completed. 1,43,859 people have joined the chitty till 13 February 2021 and 1,23,004 people have expressed their interest to buy the laptops (members can join the chitty and can also opt not to choose laptop).

This programme has aimed at providing laptops with basic specifications at affordable costs to all so as to support in the education of the children. The procedures of this programme are now complete.